Presentiment
Since the 1990s, parapsychologists have carried out research into an unconscious form of precognition termed
presentiment. Using experimental techniques well-established in psychophysiology, subjects in controlled experiments
have been found to unconsciously anticipate stimuli to which they are randomly exposed, to a degree that is highly
statistically significant. The effect is small but the findings have been widely replicated.

Background
Psychophysiology is the scientific discipline that studies mind-body interactions. It involves development of techniques
to study correlations between the inner world of subjective experience, including perception, cognition, and emotion, and
the outer world of objective bodily responses, including the nervous and cardiovascular systems. This discipline has
become increasingly important in studying the nature of psychic phenomena because it provides objective ways to probe
the unconscious mind, which is where psychic information is thought to first arise.[1] Such impressions, operating below
the level of conscious awareness, can manifest as subtle changes in the body and may be noticed in the form of chills,
stomach clenching or other visceral sensations, heart palpitations, and the presence of goose bumps.[2]
The idea that the mind has both conscious and unconscious aspects is often traced to the origins of psychoanalysis and
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939).[3] But there are much earlier indications that people suspected the mind is composed of more
than conscious awareness. Struggles between the conscious and unconscious mind can be seen in Shakespeare’s play,
The Tempest. From a metaphysical perspective the concept of the soul, assumed to be a component of one’s essential self
but not part of everyday conscious experience,[4] harkens back to the origins of human history. And hints that unconscious
influences played a role in the shamanic practice go to prehistorical times.[5]
Today, the study of unconscious behavior is a hot topic in psychology and the neurosciences. The prevailing view is that
conscious awareness is an important component of the mind but is just a veneer compared to powerful influences lurking
in the depths.[6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The unconscious builds defenses to protect the conscious mind from emotionally painful
thoughts or memories; it influences what we see, and it biases our decisions. This means that our sense of everyday reality
is mediated through many filters, and thus it is hardly surprising that subtle psychic impressions are usually overwhelmed
by more pressing, immediate concerns. It is also not surprising, then, that that psychic effects studied in the laboratory
can be difficult – but fortunately not impossible – to produce on demand.
Detection of unconscious influences in bodily reactions does not provide the same type or level of detail that is available
to conscious awareness. But it does provide a way to explore mental activity that is otherwise not available. Using such
techniques, telepathy has been explored by looking for correlations in brain activity between pairs of isolated or distant
friends. Clairvoyance and precognition have been studied by measuring changes in brain activity, heart rate, skin
conductance, and pupil dilation when a person accurately versus inaccurately describes targets distant in space or time.
Precognition has been studied by measuring physiological responses before being exposed to unpredictable stimuli. And
psychokinetic interactions have been investigated by studying physiological states during periods of successful versus
unsuccessful influence of distant physical systems.

Presentiment
Because the literature on psychophysiological methods in psi research is vast, this article focuses on just one topic:
presentiment. The term refers to an unconscious form of precognition, that is, pre-feeling (sentiment) as compared to preknowing (cognition). The basic hypothesis in a presentiment experiment is that physiological activity recorded before an
unpredictable event will correlate with the physiological response observed after exposure to that event.
In a typical presentiment experience, you might be driving down the road on a route taken a thousand times before. You
approach an intersection with a signal light. Your signal is green, the cars on the cross road are all waiting patiently at
their red light, but instead of doing what you usually do – speed up to get through the intersection before the light changes
– for some odd reason you just don’t feel good about this intersection. So you approach it warily and slow down. Suddenly
a car that was hidden by a large truck blasts through the red light at high speed. You realize to your shock that if you hadn’t
slowed down, your car would have been hit broadside at high speed, causing a major accident. This strange feeling that
caused you to slow down, or change your usual behavior in some way, is how presentiment commonly manifests in the
everyday world.

The idea that the future can affect the past (or present) might seem to violate one or more physical laws. But this is not
the case. At the macroscopic scale, Einstein showed that space and time are flexible and relative, not strict absolutes. And
at the quantum scale, models for retrocausal effects are topics of serious discussion.[11] [12] [13] All this says that our best
theories of the physical world are actually compatible with the single most puzzling feature of psychic phenomena – they
are not constrained by either spatial or temporal boundaries. Thus, presentiment effects might seem odd, but the only
thing they violate is everyday common sense. And science has shown that common sense, which is based on ordinary
sensory experience, is a very limited view of reality.

Early Presentiment Studies
Perhaps the origin of presentiment experiments was a proposal offered by the British statistician, Irving J Good. In 1961,
he reported an idea mentioned by his brother (in 1946) in a 1961 issue of the Journal of Parapsychology. Good wrote:
A man is placed in a dark room, in which a light is flashed at random moments of time … The man's EEG
(electroencephalogram) is recorded on one track of a magnetic tape, and the flashes of light on another. The tape is
then analyzed statistically to see if the EEG shows any tendency to forecast the flashes of light.[14]
Some fifteen years later, Jerry Levin and James Kennedy, staff members at JB Rhine’s Institute for Parapsychology at Duke
University at the time, tested an idea similar to Good’s. They explored if contingent negative variation (CNV), an
unconscious brainwave indicator of anticipation, could detect a stimulus that would appear in the future at a random
time.[15] The experiment resulted in a significant difference in the CNV response. Several years later, John Hartwell
replicated their design and saw outcomes in the predicted direction. But the effects were small and not statistically
significant.[16] [17]
Around the same time, physicist Zoltan Vassy reported an experiment that combined elements of telepathy and
presentiment.[18] At an unpredictable time a ‘sender’ received an electrical shock; three seconds later a distant ‘receiver’
also received a shock. The skin conductance of the receiver was examined at the same time that the sender was shocked to
see if the sender’s experience might alert the receiver. Six of 10 experimental sessions showed significant reactions in the
receivers, but given that the design confounded telepathy and presentiment, it was not clear what the receivers were
responding to.

Contemporary Literature
Two decades later Dean Radin developed a new type of presentiment experiment. In 1997, while at the University of
Nevada, he designed an experiment that used photographs ranging from calm to emotionally positive and negative. The
photos were presented in a random order, and the emotional images were used to evoke the context most often associated
with spontaneous precognitive experiences. Radin predicted that if people unconsciously sensed what they were about to
see, their sympathetic nervous system should become activated before they saw emotional pictures, but should stay calm
before calm photos. The outcome, detected via changes in skin conductance, was statistically significant.[19]
Later that year, University of Amsterdam psychologist Dick Bierman 20 reported a successful replication.[20] This led to
numerous replications using a wide range physiological measures, including heart rate, peripheral blood flow, pupil
dilation, brain electrical activity, and brain blood oxygenation.[21] The stimuli used in the replications also had a wide
range, from calm and emotional photographs, to sad and happy cartoon faces, loud sounds versus silence, and light
flashes or no flashes. Most of these experiments used truly random number generators (RNG) to select the future stimuli,
so no one, even including the computer used to control the experiment, knew what stimulus was about to appear. This
was an important design feature, because it eliminated the possibility that clues might be given about the identity of the
upcoming target.

Presentiment Meta-Analyses
By 2011, over three dozen presentiment replications had been reported by laboratories around the world. University of
Padova psychologist Patrizio Tressoldi[22] used conventional meta-analytic techniques to determine the average effect size
(a standardized measurement of the effect), homogeneity (how similar the effects were across different experiments), the
overall statistical results (likelihood of the results compared to chance), the Bayes factor (this is, roughly speaking, the
ratio of the likelihood that an effect exists versus doesn’t exist), and an estimate of the file drawer effect (that is, the
number of unreported failed studies required to eliminate the statistical results of the published experiments).

Tressoldi found 37 presentiment experiments, involving a total of 1,064 subjects. The overall effect size was a Cohen’s d
of 0.26, which incidentally is almost identical to the average effect size reported in 25,000 experiments conducted over a
century of social psychology research.[23] From this we know that that the magnitude of presentiment effects are in
complete alignment with what is commonly observed across a very broad range of behavioral tests.
In other words, presentiment is regarded as anomalous within science not because we cannot demonstrate it in the lab –
because we can – but rather because we don’t yet understand what consciousness is, or what it is capable of, or how
fundamental concepts like time and causality are related to it.
The combined statistical outcome for the 37 studies was associated with odds against chance of 6.3 × 1017, i.e.
625,000,000,000,000,000 to 1. This allows the null hypothesis that presentiment does not exist to be rejected (or, to avoid
the confusing double-negative language of hypothesis testing, it allows us to seriously entertain the idea that
presentiment does in fact exist.)
Tressoldi then calculated the Bayes factor. This metric provides a different way to interpret the strength of evidence for or
against a hypothesis. According to Jeffreys,[24] if a Bayes factor is less than 3 to 1 the hypothesis can be interpreted as
‘barely worth mentioning’. Evidence at 10 to 1 may be considered ‘substantial’, it is ‘strong’ at 30 to 1, ‘very strong’ at 100
to 1, and beyond 100 to 1 the evidence is ‘decisive’. In the case of presentiment studies the Bayes factor ratio was 28
trillion to 1. This impressive figure does not mean that presentiment observed in the laboratory is an extremely large or
astonishingly robust effect, because that is not the case. Rather, it means that the effect has been successfully replicated
by many investigators. It is the repeatability that gives us confidence that the effect is genuine.
Tressoldi then determined that the file drawer estimate was 954, meaning for each of the known 37 studies another 26 had
to have been conducted but not reported because they all failed. This was judged to be implausible.
A year after Tressoldi’s meta-analysis, another was published by neuroscientist Julia Mossbridge of Northwestern
University and her colleagues.[25] Mossbridge considered all known presentiment experiments published up to that time
(2010), but to narrow the scope of the analysis each study was required to share three characteristics: a strictly preplanned analysis, human physiological measurements recorded before unpredictable stimuli, and a clearly predictable
outcome both before and after the stimuli.
Mossbridge found 49 published and unpublished presentiment experiments. Of those, 26 studies from 7 labs fit the three
criteria. The result was an effect size similar to the one found by Tressoldi (Cohen’s d = 0.21). The overall probability of
the effect size was associated with p < 2.7 × 10-12, or odds against chance of 37 billion to one.
The analysis also found that high quality presentiment experiments (based on analysis of the design and methods) were
associated with larger effect sizes, and that the file drawer estimate ranged from a conservative estimate of 87 to a more
liberal estimate of 256 ‘missing’ failed studies. Also, some of the experiments explicitly studied if the results might have
been attributable to some sort of anticipatory strategy, but no evidence of that was found.

Accidental Presentiment
Unlike most psi tests, the methods used in presentiment studies are nearly identical to those used in thousands of
conventional psychophysiology experiments. If presentiment is a real effect it ought to have appeared in those other
experiments, which were conducted for other reasons. University of Amsterdam psychologist Dick Bierman put this
prediction to the test. He searched through the conventional literature for experiments similar to the presentiment design
and he found three cases where the data could be re-examined.[26] When the data were combined the outcome was
significantly in agreement with what presentiment would predict.
Based on that finding, Julia Mossbridge tested the idea again with new data. She found 14 candidate publications and
successfully obtained the data in two cases. In one study she found a positive presentiment effects in skin conductance,
heart rate, and skin temperature. In the other study she found that women subjects who responded strongly to randomly
selected images also showed significant EEG responses before the images appeared.
In conclusion, laboratory experiments studying presentiment effects are an important advancement in psi research
because (a) they provide a repeatable phenomenon that allows for a detailed exploration of the nature of precognition, (b)
they follow well understood procedures in psychophysiology and neuroscience, making the nature of the studies more
palatable to mainstream researchers, and (c) they suggest that psi effects are hiding in plain sight, just patiently waiting
for more clever designs to reveal them to our startled eyes.
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